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Say goodbye to COBOL 

CloudFrame and GFT provide an automatic conversion approach to significantly 
reduce costs and make the shift from COBOL to Java fast, safe, and trouble-free 

 

Stuttgart, 28 March 2023 – In the fast-paced world of technology, there is no room for outdated 

standards. Or so one might think. In 2023, COBOL, a programming language debuted in the 1950s, is 

still ubiquitous in most financial institutions, insurance firms, airlines, retail companies – the list goes 

on. This is increasingly becoming a problem for users, due to the high costs of mainframe use and 

a shortage of experts needed for new development and maintenance. 

GFT and CloudFrame have formed a global partnership to help COBOL users make the transition 

to more efficient platforms. This transition ensures that users save a minimum of 15 percent of 

their overall yearly mainframe bill. CloudFrame’s proprietary technology converts COBOL code 

into the much more efficient and future-proof Java code base that can then enable an easy transition 

to cloud. On average, the cost of a mainframe process is reduced by 50 percent after this code 

conversion. GFT brings its extensive expertise in CloudFrame implementation and mainframe 

modernisation to the partnership. 

Taking the risk out of a difficult process 

“Partnering with GFT will help our customers achieve application modernisation of their COBOL 

systems much faster,” said Venkat Pillay, founder and CEO of CloudFrame. The combination of 

CloudFrame’s Relocate and Renovate COBOL modernisation products, along with GFT’s skilled and 

comprehensive services, will enable customers to easily transform their COBOL into maintainable and 

future-proof Java.“ 

Marika Lulay, CEO of GFT, said: “Many people are surprised by how widely COBOL is still used in 

legacy mainframe applications. Migrating these to a new platform can be a daunting challenge, but it is 

becoming prohibitively expensive and risky to keep supporting COBOL applications. With 

CloudFrame’s conversion solutions and our implementation and mainframe expertise, we take the risk 

out of a process that many IT managers dread, successfully delivering a future-proofed 

transformation.” 

Relocate and Renovate 

CloudFrame provides two approaches for its users: Relocate or Renovate. Relocate allows users to 

move COBOL execution to lower-cost environments like zIIP processors, which are cheaper than 

standard general-purpose processors (GPPs). Relocate automatically cross-compiles COBOL 

programs into Java bytecode available for execution on the zIIP without impacting development 
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teams’ tools or processes. Benefits include: 

 

▪ cost reduction 

▪ an incremental and fully automated approach 

▪ fast implementation 

▪ low risk (functional equivalence guaranteed) 

▪ service level agreement (SLA) performance parity guaranteed 

▪ backward compatibility, without disruption in the existing environment 

With the Renovate model, users can migrate to the cloud, automatically converting their COBOL 

programs into Java and decoupling their application modernisation from their data migration strategy. 

The benefits of this approach include: 

▪ cost reduction 

▪ incremental migration 

▪ 5x faster time-to-market 

▪ fully automated 

▪ high-quality autogenerated code 

▪ configurable and template-driven 

▪ automated JUnit test case generation 

▪ SonarQube “A” rating 

 

Whichever model users choose, with CloudFrame and GFT’s offering, businesses can finally move 

away from outdated technology, allowing firms to innovate and boost their competitiveness. 
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Marika Lulay, CEO of GFT 
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CloudFrame provides a pathway to digital transformation for large organizations who are running 

mission-critical applications on COBOL.  With a range of products, CloudFrame gives their customers 

automated, incremental, low-risk and low-cost ways to transform their vital applications into fully-

maintainable, vendor-independent, cloud-native Java. To learn more about CloudFrame, visit 

www.CloudFrame.com. 

 

About GFT – Shaping the future of digital business 

As a pioneer for digital transformation, GFT develops sustainable solutions across new technologies – 
from cloud engineering and artificial intelligence to blockchain/DLT. 

With its deep technological expertise, strong partnerships and comprehensive market know-how GFT 
offers advice to the financial and insurance sectors, as well as in the manufacturing industry. Through 
the intelligent use of IT solutions, GFT increases productivity and creates added value for clients. 
Companies gain easy and safe access to scalable IT applications and innovative business models.   

Founded in 1987 and located in more than 15 markets to ensure proximity to clients, the GFT team 
consists of over 10,000 determined talents. GFT provides them with career opportunities in all areas of 
software engineering and innovation. The GFT Technologies SE share is listed in the SDAX index of 
the German Stock Exchange (ticker: GFT-XE).   

 

www.gft.com  
www.blog.gft.com 
www.linkedin.com/company/gft-group/ 
www.twitter.com/gft 
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